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ABSTRACT

Recent drilling and geological mapping has shown Gosses Bluff to be

an undoubted crypto-explosion structure with a minimum diameter of

ten miles. It consists of a central uplifted dome 'surrounded by

a ring of breccia. Shatter cones are extremely well developed;

glassy material is common and quartz grains frequently show fracturing

and strain lamellae. Bentonitic clays were encountered subsurface in

the breecia.

Evidence is available to support both crypto-volcanic and

astrobleme (impact)hypotheses . for the origin of the structure but at

the present time there is more to support the extra- rather than the

intra-terrestrial origin.

INTEODUCTION _-

.Gostes Bluff is a large. circular structure situated approximately

120 miles west of Alice Springs. It forms_a'very prominent topographic

feature -(Figs.]. - 2) rising to approximately SOO feet above the general'

level of the Missionary Plain._

As little detailed information was available on. the geology of the

Gosses-Bluff area (with the exception of an:excellent map of the central

part :by Brunnschweiler,.1959), a.limited:shallow drilling.programme of

two weeks duration was undertaken in June 1966. . Due to unfortunate delays

whilst awaiting the arrival of spare parts, the drilling programme finally

lasted_a month without being completed. One deep hole (500 feet) and

seven-shallow holes (21.- 31 feet) were drilled, using. a Mayhew 1000 rig.

A_total of 14 cores were obtained, with an.overall cored footage of - 65 feet

out-of a total drilled footage of 700 feet..

Theiwriter sited.all the holes and was responsible for:the on-site

logging of. ilermannsburg (BMR) No.]. Well. There was no well-siteigeOloeet

for the other-seven holes,

- :Approximately two weeks.were.spent in geological mapping in and

around Gosses Bluff; the cuttings of all seismic shot holes in the area

were.also examined in the field, in an_effort to ascertain -the sub-surface

geology. A geological map (Plate 1) was subsequently prepared.

Preliminary petrographic studies on the core were made by the writer
and-by : Mchmerber.of the Institut Francais. du .Petrole,.. P.luff of the

Petroleum Technology Laboratory of the Bureau of Mineral Resources carried

out laboratory tests on the bentonite and.also core analyses^B.Timms

of the Australian Mineral Development Laboratories was responsible for

the silicate and trace element analyses.
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

The_first geological investigation of Gosses Bluff was made in 1956

by Prichard and Quinlan (1962). They considered the structure to be of

dlapirio origin, with the Bitter Springs Formation the mobile unit.

This view was further supported by McNaughton et al., (1966), and the

diapirio hypothesis has been widely accepted.,.Brunnschweiler (1959)
suggested that it was formed by the injection of an acid igneous plug

which subsequently resisted orogenic movements, but in general, this

hypothesis_was not supported by subsequent geophysica1l!_ork. 2, It was

the-recognition of. a shatter-cone in Gosses Bluff in 1964 by K.A.V1.Crook

which first three serious doubt on the diapiric hypothesis; Crook and

Cook (1966) showed that Gosses Bluff has many of the features Of a crypto-

explosion Structure (Dietz, 1959) sUch as shatter cones, • strain lamellae

(Carter, 1965), a central uplifted area and the presence of glassy material.

Subsequently D.A.MoNaughton (RfEastcpmm.) found some .breccias Which he

regarded as tuffaceous, in a stream section on. .the west side of Gosses

B1uff4 on,this and geophysical evidence he considered. (McNaughton &

Buckata, 1956) . that the structure is of crypto-volcanic origin. Crook

and Cook (1966) were. unable. to say Whether the explosive force was of

intra-terrestrial„(erypto-volcanic) or extra-terrestrial (astrobleme)

origin. Cook (1966) suggested that Gosses Bluff lies on a broad structural

trend of-continental dimensionsv if this is so, it would tend to support .

an•intra- rather than an extra-terrestrial origin.

A. variety of geophysical surveys have been carried out in the vicinity .
of Gosses Bluff.. Richards (1959) undertook both gravity and magnetic surveys

for the Frome-Broken Hill Company; he regarded.the results 6,6 consistent

with a. salt-dome _hypothesis.^Lonsdaleemd Flavelle (1963) made a regional

gravity survey. and Young and Shelley (1966) a regional. airborne magnetic

and radiometric survey.. A detailed seismic survey by Moss (1964) indicated

the presence of a rim syncline. _Further seismic and gravity Work by

Geophysical Associates (1965) suggested that Gosses Bluff is situated on
the crest of a north-east trending anticline approximately 20 miles long.

' Prior to .the present investigations, one exploratory well had teen

drilled at Gosses Bluff - Gosses Bluff No.1 (Pemberten and Planalp, 1965).

This well, which was sited in the centre of structure, vas drilled to a
total depth of 4535 feet. The well. was in very steeply dipping Larapinta .

Group sediments throughout and encountered no. salt .(the well-site was

ohcsen on the assumption that Gosses Bluff was a salt dome).

STBATIGRAPHY

general-

Approximately 7000 to 9000 feet of sediments are exposed at Gosses

Bluff. No formation older than the Stairway Sandstone is exposed,  but

the sequence in nearby areas and the aeromagnetic work of Young and

Shelley (1966) suggest that there are 10,000 - 15,000 feet of Palaeozoic

and Upper Proterozoic sediments in mime' sequence below the Stairway

Sandstone in the Gosses Bluff area.
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TABLE 1

Thtaimiigmhy of Gosses Bluff

iPEOBABLE EQUIVALENT FORMALIZED UNIT INFORM -AL^THICKNESS
(feet)

,Quaternary Qa
Qs

Qt
Qc

Tertiary To

flGossite" Breccia
& br

-

Brewer Conglomerate and/ Pz (5)
or Hernannsburg Sandstones.

L6*er part of the Parke Yz(1)
'Siltstone

,Hermannsburg Sandstone
iPERTNJARA GROUP I

U part of Parke!(?Carbbniferous- PPer PaStDevonian)^iltsone
Middle sandstone unit

'within the Parke
Siltstone

500 1

500'
possibly sev,
thous. feet

1-2000(?)

1-200

1000-1500

(Devonian-^:Mereenie Sandstone^UDzm
?Silurian)^1 • . •

!Carmichael Sandstone &^01(2)
LARAPINTA:GROUP Upper part of Stokes
(Oriovician)^Siltstone

Lower part of Stokes^:01(1)
• ;Slltstone and upper

part . of the Stairway
!I^•Sandstone

Lower part of the
Stairway SandstoneLARAPINTA GROUP

(Ordovician -^Horn Valley Siltstone
'Cambrian) :Pacoota Sandstone.

7
.PEaTAOORRTA^Numerous formations -

: GROUP^'mainly sandstone &
(Cambrian)^ailtstone minor

• carbonates

(TIPPer^Perrtatataka Formation
_Proterozoic) Aieyonga Formation

:Bitter Springs
;Formation

Heavitree Quartzite
'—
(Archean)^Crystalline basement

+3
0

1000
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. The exposed and_the probable sub-surface sequence at Gooses.

Bluff is shown in Table 1.- The formalized rock units of the Amadeus

'Basin sequence--proved to be unsuitable mapping units at Gooses Bluff

and therefore an informal. subdivision of rock units was used.

These informal units and their probable "formalized" equivalents are

given-in Table l.

Goeses_Bluff_Sequence

Larapinta Group .

Unit(51(1) 

, Thisthe oldest_unit exposed, only.crops.out in the centre of

Gooses-Bluff,^it is made.up.of sandstone, siltstone and limestone.

The sandstone is grey, white. or. pale brown fine.to.00arse grained,

phosphatib in-part v thin to.thickly bedded, moderately resistant to

weathering,-forming fairly.prominent bands.; some of the sandstones are'

bimodal (Fig.11)._ The poorly exposed siltstone is green or pale brown

in:outcrop but black or dark greysubsurfacev it is commonly san4y,

and thin bedded or laminate. .The limestone.is.grey or pale.brown,

thin ,beddedl sandy in part, moderately resistant to weathering and

commonlyfossiliferous.. The limestones.are most common at the top

ofthe unit.. The base of the unit is not exposed; the contact with

the overlying01(2) is probably conformable.

UnitY01(2)-.

This unit only crops out in the centre , of Gooses Bluff and even

here,it-is very poorly exposed.. . It consists predominantly.ofred

and-.green , siltstone and mudstone, Shaley and micaceous-in part..

This unitwas.given the infommal name of Gooses Shale by Brunnschweiler

(1959). %Towards the-top Of the unit, interbeds of red-brown silty

Sandstone . become more common. The unit is overlain probably disconformably

by'the:Mereenie Sandstone.

Mereenie_Sandstone

Units(Fzm) 

the .only rock. :unit Which is identical withlhe-same rock

unit' in. areas. outside Gooses Bluff. It is composed. of white_or pale

brown, fine grained, friable,: thin to'thickly.bedded strongly-crops-

bedded sandstone..The_only fossils_present in-this unit.in_theGosses

Bluff:area and elsewhere are vertical_worm tubes. The unit is exposed

in. the inner.part.of the rim of Gooses Bluff,_where it forms a very^•
prominent escarpment...It also occurs .as massive .blocks, unconformably

overlying . Pertnjara Group sediments (bee Fig.3-and Fig.5) and possibly

asiclasta within the "Gossite.Breccia. .The Mereenie Sandstone .is

overlain with apparent conformity by unit Pz(1) of the Pertnjara Group.
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Pertnja
Unit PZ(1) 

This unit, which is only 100 - 200 feet thick, consists of red-

brown and chocolate-brown siltstone and mudstone, shaly in places,

micaceous in part and very poorly exposed, and forms a well defined

strike valley, which-can be. tracedround the rim of the Bluff. This

rock unit is litholOgically similar to the .lower part of the Parke
/'Silts tone of the Pertnjara Group. UnitqPzkl) is overlain apparently'

conformably. by Unit_Pz(2).

'Unit P40,

- This unit Is 1000-1500 feet thick; it isrwellexposed and forms

a protinent_scarp round. the outer_part of the rim of Gosses Bluff

(see Fig.2)-.. It-is mainly pale brown, dark brown or red-brown

Sandstone; fine to .'4ium grained, moderately sorted; silty, thin to
f!t).thickly bedded and commonly quite strongly silicified. A imp, t

of an unidentified arthrodire (J.G.Tomlinson„ pers.cOmm.) was found in

approximately the middle of this unit,_on_the.eastern side of the rim

of-Gosses Bluff. Fish fragFents have beenfound in_a-sandstone lens

within the ParkeSiltstone of the.Mereenie Anticline area and it is

possible that. UnitPz(2) is a thick equivalent 'of this Sandstone lens.

The-fith fragment indicates that this unit is undoubtedly Devonian.

Unit Pz.(2) is overlain apparentlyiconformably by Unit Pz(3)0

Unit - Pz.(3) 

--^This unit'is estimated to be-1000 - 2000 feet .thick.^It is

poorly exposed in a few places, mainly in. the banks of creeks, outside
the rim_of.Gosses Bluff.and is mostly covered by talus (F1g02).

The unit.consists'Of chocolate-brown,_purple_and , grey micaceous

Shaley lutite. _There are minor sandatone.lenses in places.^It is

probably overlain by Unit Pz(4)'but poor outcropUecurs the relation-
'

ship of_these.two units. It - is suspected.that_Unit'Pz(3) is equivalent

to the upper part of the Parke Siltstone of the-Mereenie Anticline area.

112.41.2).
This unit'consists.of chocolate brown or dark brown„.silty, poorly

sorted, tine to. coarse grained,. thin to thickly-bedded, cross-bedded

sandstone pebbly. in part, and minor red-brown siltstone. The field

relationship, of this unit34p rather uncertain; it crops out as large,

but generally discontinuous bodies.andcontactoare never exposed.

Brunnschweiler .(1959) regarded this unit as a "tectonic repetition"

of unit Pz(3) (referred to as “red Mereenie kandstones" by

Brunnschweiler);. whilst such an.idea-is.not impossible it is considered
uhlikely as the two units are. litholo#ically_different. It is however

possible.that most (and perhaps all) of the outcrops-of this uni -Oare
Tgimm-„

not in situ and that they are enormous blocks. The probableWaVvn

of this unit above the equivalent of the Parke Siltstone and also

its lithology suggests that the unit should be equated with the

Hermannsburg Sandstone of the Pertnjara Group.



Unit Pz(5) 

This unit is only known from one small outcrop in the north-west
corner of the area (Plate 1) 9 in the banks--of Undandita Creek. It
is thought,to be present sub-surface elsewhere arotmd Gasses Bluff

from inspection of -the seismic shot hole cuttings.^The unit consists
of grey-,brovm feldspathic poorly sorted, fine to coarse grained, thin
to medium bedded, cross-bedded conglomeratic sandstone with pebbles

and cobbles which are up to 3 inches in diameter and are composed
mainly of vein quartz 9 m etaquart zit e _and silicified sandstone.  The
relationship of this unit to the probable underlying unit4) are

uncertain at the present time. The lithology of this unit is comparable

with that of some of the coarser bands of the Hermannsburg Sandstone or
with some of the less coarse beds of the Brewer Conglomerate of the
Pertnjara, Group.-,
Breccia Br-and br)

Although two units of "Breccia" are-niapped, _it is probable that
there is a--complete. gradation in site from the:tine :breccia (br) with
clasts only one or two inches in diameter to massive: l breccia (Br) with
clasts tens of feet across. At least some, and possibly all , of the
matrix of -the _massive breccia is composed .of. the fine breccia (br).

The-fine-breccia is best seen near Hermannaburg.(BMR) Nool (see Figs.
6 9 7), where it is continuously exposed for a distance,of about 1 mile
in the ..:creek bank. Fine breccia also crops out approximately 1 mile
west of Hermannsburg (BMR) Nool and also at Mount Pyroclast. There is
also a stall outcrop of breccia (br) in the scutii4est corner of Gasses

Bluff (unconformably overlying Mereenie Sandstone) and also on the east
side-of the bluff unconformably overlying vertically dipping. Pertnjara

Group sediments (Pz(2)) and overlain by a massive block of-Xereenie
Sandstone- (Fig.5).

The fine breccia consists of angular, or-more rarely, sub-rounded
clasta of white, grey, red-hrown, and pale -brown sandstone and red-brain
or green siltstone and mudstone in a matrix offriable fine grained

sandstone. The clasts are extremely variable in size ranging from less
than an_inchlo several inches in length. As mentioned previously, there
is probably a complete gradation up into breccia ,-with clasts tens of
feet- across. The bedding and banding which is present in many of the
clasts-always appears to b e: randomly orientated. In places there
are thin "veins" .generally only one or two inahes -thick) of green
?bentonitic clay within the breccia. These-are particularly evident
near Hermarmsburg (BM) No.1 and appear to be in the ,torm of thin,
gently dipping sheets; they may be _the expression of a poorly developed
bedding within the _breccia. Alternatively they could represent small

scale thrust sheets. Green clayey bentonitic material also occurs as
small "blebs" within the breccia.
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At Mount Pyroclast the matrix of the breccia is glassy s and there

are crystals of zeolites in places; there are well developed flow

structures (Fig.8), and.many of thec lasts-are bent and drawn out.

Most of the clasts are of white. o± pale- brown-?glassy-material; some

are dark grey and have a pumice-like appearance (Fig.13). At Mount

Pyroclast.(actually three discrete. peaks) the breccia crops out as

isolated pinnacles, regarded by.Brunnschweiler (1959) as igneous

plugs; -outcrops are however .too sparse_for the relationship of these

rocks to the surrounding country rock to b e _ascertained.

Initially some difficulty was experienced in_deciding whether

breccias exposed in the rim of- Gosses- Bluff wereformed by the event

which produced Gosses Bluff or whether they were composed of scree

material produced by Tertiary or Quaternary erosion,4.and which was

subsequently cemented. The criteria adopted.for distinguishing between

the two types was that more angular and lutaceous-clasts are present in

the explosion breccias; lutaceous Clasts are almost completely absent

from the scree breccias due to the ease with i15Oh they are eroded,

The massive breccia (Br) is particularly well developed in the

area approximately three miles north-west and north of the centre of

Gosses Bluff. Here the massive breccia covers , an area of several

square tiles._ There are also four fairlylarge.areas of massive breccia

exposed near the Summit of the rim of Gosses Bluff.-

The massive breccia may be considerably. more .extensive than is

indicated on the outcrop map as.it is difficult or.impossible to

establish whether a large outcrop of Pertnjara-Groupds a massive block

in the .breccia or is in a normal undisturbed sequence (see Plate 2 and

Fig.4).^In the area to the north and north-west of the Bluff the

blocks are-up to at least 50 feet in length and it is only by measuring

numerous dips and strikes that it can be established that the orientation

of the blocks.is completely random.^It is considered unlikely that

this is due to. complex folding, as the folding would be unbelievably

chaotic ;• it is much more reasonable to regard the random orientation

as being the...result of. brecciation.rather than of:folding.

. • The clasts are invariably 'composed. of red-brown or pale. brown

sandstone, generally of Pz(5) though some Of the clasts . may be.of

Pz(2) and possibly Mereenie Sandstone.. The outline of the blocks

is difficult to establish.because.of their_size-but they appear to

range from angular to sub-rounded. ' The matrix is never exposed; it

is 'Overed by travertine in many places, suggesting that the matrix

may itself be calcareous.

The massive breccia exposed in the rim of the uplifted centre of

Gosses Bluff is similar in character to that exposedoutside the bluff

except that it is rather better exposed and is.probably composed

entirely of clasts of.Mereenie Sandstone. These. sheets of .rim breccia

cover large areas (Fig .3),; they are up-to 50 feet thick and contain

individual clasts up to 100 feet in length and 20 feet thick.
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Brunnschweiler (1959) regarded these sheets as nappes; however

the orientation of the clasts within the sheets is completely

random (ranging from horizontal to vertical, to overturned horizontal)

and there can.be little doubt that they are the result .of explosion

and brecciation rather than folding. In places, the rim breccia is

underlain by a thin layer of fine breccia.(br)(Fig.5). The breccia

sheets on-the rim everywhere overlies Pertnjara Group sediments with

a- strongangular discordance..^No outcrop of massive rim breccia

unconformably overlying Mereenke Sandstone was found.
...

Tertiary-and-Quaternary. 

Little time was spent in the field in mapping these deposits.

Quaternary sand (both aeolian and alluvial), travertine and;*ongipmerate,

commonly overlielthe breccias (Br and br). _In one area north-west of

Gosses Bluff Tertiary-conglomerates overlie breccia (Br). Nowhere do

Tertiary or Quaternary sediments appear to have been involved with the

Gosses Bluff explosive event.

RESULTS_OF_DRILLING.

- The graphid . logs : of_the a.ght shallow holes drilled in the vicinity

of Goases Bluff are- given in Appendix 1. The mainAnformation obtained

from-the holes-le summarized here-briefly. The positions of the various

wells - are-indicated on the geological map (Plate - 1).

Heniiannsburg ^_

Total depth 500 feet.

.Theholeis thought to have been-in breccia (br) throughout.

Clasta are .generally small, but- are-up to 5feet across in places..

The core 490' - 496' (the bottom four feet 496 , , 500'-were lost) taken

at the-bottoth of the--hole-is composed entirely of - sandstdie. It is

therefore not impossible that the total thickness of.breccia (i.e.

490-feet) was intersected and that the -bottom sandstone is the underlying

non-brecCiated unit; it. is however considered more likely that the

sandstone is merely a large cleat within the breccia and that the total

thickness of breccia was.not penetrated.

Bright green bentonite (see Appendix II) is common in the cores

and odttingsand was-detected - over a considerable vertical interval.

It occurs as vugs, irregular patches, lend, vin s and thin bands or

beds (Fig.20). Vugs of calcite and ?zeolk.Pes are common in many of

the cores.^notable feature is that much of the core, in particular

the sandy.matrix of the breccia, is calcareous;.:this Contrasts sharply

with the.clasts which are generally non-calcareous. .The clasts are

mainly-of brown or grey-white sandstone though clasts-.of.lutite are

also fairly common. -Clasts range----from-angular to Sub-rounded

_(Fig.15 916).._ In places the breccia has -the appearance_ of having been

injected into a sandstone host-rock (Fig.17, 18) whilst - at a depth of

423' (core 6) the breccia shOwed positive graded bedding.
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One unexpectett feature shown by some of the_ 1 arger c lasts was ths. t
dip .measurements taken on either the direction of elongation of the clast
or on laminae within the clast showed a definite tendency to fall within
the range 35° to 45 0 (the actpal direction of dip. is unknown as the core
was-not orientated). The dominant dip Of the bands of bento nite may
also.fall -within this range o- ^to 45 ° . Shatter cones were common
throughout; - their apices showed no obvious preferred orientation.
Hermanitsbur-g (13.1/1P.) No.2 

Total depth-28 feet.
- The two feet of core taken at the bottom of the- hole is entirely

,^.
composed of greyish pink Pz(4) type of sandstone, 'dipping at about 40 o
and containing many shatter cones.
Etrilanjns^MR N003_

Total-depth 30 feet. -
- Five feet of core from the bottom of• the hole-consists of grey and

brown mottled,' silty sandstone and is regarded as being unit Pz(5).
Hermannsburg -(310) No.4 
'^Total .depth_30 feet.

- :The five- feet of core. taken at the-bottom of the hole consists of
greyish brown to yellowish. grey 'f ine to medium grained,: silty, poorly_ sorted
feldspathic sandstone. Regarded as a sandstone of the Pertnjara :Group
(Pz(5))...
rniann,R^5

Total dePth. 27 feet.
—The two feet of core taken at the bOttom of the hole is composed

of brSccia. consisting .of angular and sub-rounded clasts of arenite and
lutite. There. are some vugha containing ?zeolites and also a few
irregular: patches of -bentonite (Fig .19) .
HertiiaTiR No.6_

Total depth 31 feet.

The siX feet of core from the bottom of the hole is made up of
breccia,_with a high percentage of sandy matrix and , :only a few clastS.
The clasts are small, angular, and composed Of either ,arenite or lutite.
Heirtibl'iri4 .(3MR) NO07_

Total dePth-30 feet.
The six feet of core from the bottom of this well consists of greyish

red thin bedded or laminate siltstone and mudstone vrithriumerous shatter
cones.
Hermannsburg (HMR) No08 

Total dePth -21 f eet.^ •

_ The core interval of 16-21 feet is composed of pale red fine-
grained _poorly sorted sandstone. The sandstone is silty in part and
contains a few thin siltstone laminae. The core is cut by numerous
very fine fractures, some of which show a small displacement (in the
order of to 1 inch). Shatter cones are fairly common.



PETROGRAPHY

- The petrography of many of'the-rocksfrom the Gosses Bluff

area is dealt with rather more fully in. Appendix IV. Crook and

Cook (1966) also summarize unusual petrographic features of rocks

from Mount_Pyroclast.

Perhaps the.most.significant feature of many of the thin

sections from Mount Pyroclast anl from outcrop and sub-surface

breccia is the presence of abundant glass. The glass is generally

devitrified but in places there are_droplets.andspindIes of

?lechatelierite of .a type- similar to that.described from Kofels,

Austria-.(Milton, 1964,-Fig.2).^In some of the glassy-rocks from

Mount Pyroclast (see Fig.14) there.are "ghosts" of round ?quartz

grains. .Definite.quartz.grains with diffuse margins possibly due to

partial melting, are also present in .several of the thin sections.

Many. of the quartz grains show evidence of strain; -strain lamellae

(Fig..12) are-particularly well developed and have-beenshown by

Crook and Cook (1966). to be parallel to.thebasal- (0001) plane; Carter

(1965). regards this as a good criteria for meteoritic-impact. Grains

Are-also commonly fractured . and shattered (Fig.11) again suggesting

shock. One specimen of Mereenie Sandstone from the-uplifted rim of

Gosseslauff was made up of very closely_packed . quartzgrains

(contrasting markedly with the well rounded grain normally seen in

Mereenie Sandstone) which were also strongly fractured; the fractures

were not influenced by. the. grain boundaries. This suggests that the

grains were subjected to two forces, first a cdmpre'isional force Which

impacted the grains and then a tensional force which produced the

fractures.

Thin sections of the bentonitic. clays were. examined but the rock

proved to.be.too fine grained for any textural or mineralogical

information to be obtained..

. A specimen from the eastern peak of mount..Pyroclast was observed

in hand specimen to be made-up of rounded_granules-with!scattered

platey.crystals. . Thin section examination_showed the. crystals to be

the zeolites heulandite and laumontite. A greenffaineral suspected to

be chlorite is present in this and many other rocks, occurring as

both ?grains anfeLas diffuse pataes.^Chloritic - material has been

reported from other crypto-explosion structures.

TUBES OF GOSSES BLUFF
General 

The most prominent structural and physiographic features of the

Gosses Bluff crypto-explosion structure are the uplifted rim and

central core (Figs. 1 and 2). Within this uplifted area, which has

a diameter of approximately 4 miles, dips are invariably steep,
0particularly in the rim where they range from 70 to 70 o overturned.



Dips are a little_less_steep in the centre.with.some.as lo* as 550

in places. _The steep dips continue to.some-considerable depth;
Pemberton and Planalp.(1965) record that_dips range-from-60 ° to 90 0

(possibly with some overturning) thrcughout most of the Gosses Bluff
Nod well.. Larapinta Group sediments in the core of the structure
are tightly_folded in.many_places.(see Plate 1 1 Brunnechweiler, 1959).
There is extensive faulting-in both the core and the rim (see Plate 1);
in order to simplify, the geological Pap many.of.thePfaultsiare not
shown as their- displacementis 711. As mentionedtprevionsly, the
features-in the rim which Brunnschweiler. (1959) regarded. ab.nappes,
are ^to be flat-lying or gently dipping sheetsof
explos140n.breccia overlying steeply dipping Peitnjara:Group
sediments (Fig.3).

Outside the centralUplifted area outcrop is poor.andrthe
v'STAictural picture is confused. Up to three miles out from the rim
of Gosses Bluff (at. Mount Pyroclast) overturned dips 'of 48° were
measured in outcrops of sandstone. Overturned dips were-recorded
from,many other outcrops surrounding.the Bluff. The' struCtural
picture is particularly complicatedf,tothe north andmorth-iwest.with^.
major. variations in.dip and strike between adjacent-sandstone outcrops.
This structural complexity around the-Bluff-is interpreted , .as being
due to each.discrete sandstone outcrop being.amassixe - clast.within..
the breccia. It is very much simpler to explainthe rapid variation
in dip and strike by the "breccia hypothesis" than by invoking
extremely complicated folding. In addition blocksup tc1.00 feet
long and 20 feet thick are known from undoubted. breccia in' the rim Of
Gosses Bluff, sothat the. sizes of the-outcrop are not toot great for
them to:be clasts. These large sandstone outcrops-are surrounded by
fine. grained breccia (br)..in.places and it is therefore reasonable to
regard them-as rather^clasts within the breccia. —sg

The outer_limit of the zone affected.by the event which produced
Gossee.Bluff.is uncertain;, there-is howevera_pmall outcrop Of
Pertnjara Group..(Pz(5)).located approximately 6 miles north-west of
the centre of GoSses Bluff, which is.dipping at 450 -and. does not
contain any shatter cones. Shatter cones were also-absent!frogt the
silty sandstone in-the cores from--the Hermannsburg (BMR)-No.3 and
4wells.-- The-last fragment of breccia in shot-hole-cuttings was
found approximately 5_miles.west ar the: centre of Gosses:Bluff.on
seismic-line. 2-E. _These pieces of rather tenuous evidence' suggest
that the Gosses Bluff crypto-explosion structure has a minimum
diameter.of 10-12 miles; later work may show that in factithe structural
effects- of the explosive event were also felt in Unit Pz(5) and that the
structure is very much greater than 12 miles across.
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The probable_form_of the structure is. shown in Plate 20 The main

features are the topographically low : central core approximately l -- miles

in.diameter, with fairly steeply dipping sediments. surrounded by a

prominent-rim of very-steeply.difping_sediments.which is. itself surrounded

by an annulus:of breccia approxiMately 3 mileawide and of unknown

thickness -(though at least 500 feet-in Hermannsburg,(BMR) No.1).

-In---a_recent Communication to the.writer, Mr.E.Krieg (pers.comm,),

has observed_that there are. anomalousdrops of the seismicAlorizons

in the-Missionary-Plains area around-Gosses Bluff (Geophysibil.

Associates,_ 1965)._ The_delay is in. the order of 0.06 -milliseconds.

These breaks axe :conaistent-with a-thin,shallow, low-velocity layer.

Thialayer underlies an area of about 1000 .square miles; -.AA is

approximately_ circular in shape, with a diameter of about 25 miles.

Gosses Bluff is not situated in the centre of thiao7area but about 3
the

miles from its perimeter so that it is .by no means certain that/low

velocity layer-is-related to Gosses Bluff. It is however anindication

that the breccia or the affected area may have a diameter of 25 miles.

Shatter-cones 

Zhatter cones are remarkably _well_developed at Gosses.Bluff and the

area is.probably one of the-best in the world for their study.

The shatter cones are_geographically extremely widespread; they

are present in the centre of Gosses Bluff, in the rim, and up to 5miles

out from the centre-- a-limit which may-be-related-to_lack - of outcrop

rather -than to an absence of shatter cones..They occur. in all rock types

-,sandstone, limestone, siltstone and mudstone,446irAe-bindividua1

(Fig.9) or multiple (Fig.10) cones and range in length from less than one

inch Aup to-several feet.

Shatterocinetare extremely well developed in veryateeply dipping

(to-vertical). sandstone (Fig.9). on the east side of the rim, where they

show a strongly developed preferred orientation with the apices pointing

upwards parallel to the bedding plane. Elsewhere:theehattercones

commonly have their axis parallel to the bedding plane.^In some areas

however the apices showed random orientation, with, for instance three

or four different orientations of shatter cones on a single hand specimen.

. A thorough quantitative study of the shatter cones will be necessary to

establish or refute the existence of a preferred orientation of shatter

cones about Gosses Bluff.

Shatter cones are fairly common subsurface. They occur in the Gosses

Bluff No.1 exploratory well down ID 3-,000-feeti throughout the Hermarnsburg
(HK) No.1 Well (500 feet total ciepth) and in the cores of.- the Hermannsburg

(BM) Nos.2, 7 and 8 wells.

THE.OEIGIN OF MISSES BLUFF

Previous ideas on the ori in of^to-ex losion structures

The term_"crypto-explosion structure" was first suggested by

Dietz (1959) for circular or near-circular structures having the

appearance of craters or filled craters and for circular structures
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apparently formed by localized but strong vertical uplift. As

the.term carries no genetic connotation it is a useful one for

problematiCal structures of the Gosses.Bluff type.

A number of orypto-explosion structures have been recognised - the

Ries Dome of.Germany 9 the Vredefort Dome of South Africa, the Bosumt*Jf:

Crater Of West Africa, the Sierra Madera structure of Texas, some of

the.craters of the Canadian shield, and a number of structures which

occur along aline running through the Tennessee Kansas Missouri

and Illinois armof the United States. To t his list may possibly be

added,the Sudbury_Loppolith. Undoubtedly Gosses Bluff shows all the

features of a bona-fide crypto-explosion structure; the writer also

considers that some of the Flinders Ranga'Adiapirs" maybe crypto-

explosion structures, from-the form of their breccia and also -from a

report by :Malgarno _(persecomm.) of shatter cones in the Blinman Dome.

• • The.problem posed by all such structures is whether the-source of.^,
the explosion.is intra or. extra-terrestrial.

Branco and Fraas.(1905)_regarded the Ries. Dome as a.crypto-

volcanic structure because-of its association with an area of: ,vOlcarii:9;:

activity.. On the same grounds Bucher (1936 1 1963) 9 . Amstutz (1964)

and numerous other workers have suggested that the crypto. , explosion
structures of the middle West, such as.the.Wells'Creek

Decattrville-Dome etc. are..also crypto-volcanic.

• —Other workers, notably Dietz (1959,1961, 1963) regard the same

structures as astroblemes (Greek for '!star-wound") or impact structures.

Shoemaker and Chao (1961) regard the occurrence Of-coesite(a.high-

pressurepolymorph Of silica) in_the. lies.lome as good. evidence_for an

impact origin . Carter (1965)-considersAhat the presenceof'basal

strain lamellae in quartz is good evidence of. an impact :origin for

structures such as the Vredefort Dome. _The presence of shatter cones

in the structures is also widely. accepted'as evidence of-impact origin

(Dietz, 1959).^Dence (1965) considers that these and -other criteria

(articu1arly the formof the craters) suggest an extra-terrestrial

origin for the. Canadian craters. Possibly impart a reaction to the

over-enthusiastic acceptance.of the impact hypothesis-some workers•
(e.g.,McCall, 1965) have suggested that. seemingly undoubted-meteorite

craters such as Meteor Crater Arizona, and WolfvCreek Crater,. Western

Australia, are of crypto-volcanic origin.

Few workers have suggested diapirism as a possible mode of

formation for such structures, with the exception of granitic

diapirism for the Vredefort Dome and possibly diapirism-in some of

the structures of the Middle West of the United States (Amstutz,

1964).

, It is therefore widely accepted that these circular structures

are of explosive origin, the argument is mainly one of whether the

explosion is due to impact or crypto-volcanism. The volume of

literature on the subject suggests that impact origin is the one most

widely favoured at the .present time.
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- This subject has already been covered quite comprehensively by
Crook-and Cook (1966). _ Their points will only be mentioned briefly
whilst new evidence from the recent fieldwork will be dealt with in
more detail.

One of the basic diffi44ties in determining the origin of Gosses
Bluff is the lack of a suitable model from which to extrapolate

literia. 'What one worker accepts,as a gOod 'example of a meteorite
,

crater from which impact criteria may 'confidently be extrapolated, a
second worker will regard as an excellent . 'cirypto-volcanicrstructure.

-With the exception of small craters, such^the,,,Fenbury, Meteorite
Craters, the writer knows of no single large explosion structure for
which there is unanimity on the 'prig

A diapiric origin for Gossea Bluff is now regarded as most
unlikely.- Features such as shatter cones ,: strain lamellae: and
hundreds of feet_ of' breccia have not been described r om any salt
dome; they are all features 'which' suggest a violent L client , rather
than t he slow tectonic processes Of diapirism. _ It is however possible
that subsequent to the explosive event 9 - some movement of salt (from
the Bitter Springs Formation) took place either along lines of weakness
established by fracturing or asa "rebound" effect. - Such diapirism, if
it did take place, -would have been purely it secondary - effect which
played little or no part in the establishing_ of the Gosses1Bluff
Structure as we see it today, although itmight have modified the form
of the geophysical anomalies (particularly 'bouguer 'anomalies) associated,
with Gosses Bluff.

_ Continuing from the premise that any salt diapirism was purely a
secondary' (and .probably minor) event , evidence for a crypto-volcanic or
impact origin eglnow considered 0

.^•

Shatter Cones 

These structures are extremely well developed and occur over a
onsicl-erable area trThe, present^ the view that

are necessarily a g6O -d criteria of impaCt origin.
Shatter cones have been formed experimentally by impact - (Shoemaker
et al.., 1963) , but no shatter aoneNas been 'faird in an undoubted
meteorite crater. Buche-r (1963) describes -a shatter cone in a piece
of coal which is most unlikely to have come from an explosion structure.
Both these factors make shatter cones a somewhat uncertain, criteria
of impact origin. The writer does however consider that in most cases
they are good criteria of a violent, and probably explosive (source

(.1

unspecified) event.
Strain Lamellae 

Basal strain lamellae (Carter,1965) would, appear to be rather
more reliable criteria of impact than shatter' cones. They'have been
described from both crypto-xplosion structures and also from what most
workers would regard as a good example of an impact structure, Meteor
Crater, Arizona. Experimental wok on their origin would also support
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impact as a likely mechanism of formation. Their. value as criteria
for impact can be questioned only because with the exceptionsof
Carter (1,9t0), basal-strain lamellae have .not been systematically
sought in areas away from crypto-explosion or impact structures.
Howeverl in spite of this, the presence of .strain lamellae at Gosses
Bluff is more in--favour of an impact origin than against it.
Geophysical. Anomalies _
r- .There is no magnetic or radiometric anomaly, associated with Gosses

Bluff 'so that it is most unlikely that. the structure wasforned by
the. injection of:a.volcanic.plug; however, the possibility Of a purely ,

gaseous : injection-with no basic lava cannot. .be ezicluded.-
A negative bouguer_anomaly is closely associated with Gosses Bluff.

Such an-anomaly-may-be attributed . to-the presence .of - ^which moved
into.the structure as_a secondarT process. ffillowing the primary explosive
event._./it may also.be due to.a fairly_deep-seated:granitic body.
AlternatiVely,hyper-velocity impact'producing.brecciationrof rocks .
will-lower the.specific gTavity.of the_rocks.in theicrater._to produce
the bouguer.anomaly; Iness et al. (1964)-have found-negative bougusT
anomalies over some of:the.Canadian - crypto.explosion-structures
(interpreted by-them-ss-meteoriteicraters).- - -^- 1 .

Dr.D.A.McNaughton_of Magellan Pltroleum_Corporationrevealedlin
recent discussions that Professor.Neitleton considered-that the negative
bouguer anomaly associated. With Gosses Bluff_can-bemostAtatisfactorilY
explained by a disc-like, near surface body of low density. The.
description of Nettletons hypothetical body appears to-Aorrespond
remarkably closely-with the sheet of breccia which is-now -'thought to
surround Gosses Bluff..

The seismic work-of Moss (1964)_and_GeophysicaI . Associates (1965)
showed. that-there--is a.rim-syndlineTsurrounding_Gosses Bluff; they also
found .a-considerable area of "no-recordeeurrounding. thestructure.
The writer...interprets this "no-record" area as being-the region of
Outcropping or near-surface - breccia;. - itAs highly likely-that such a
breccia would result in poor.seismic records. The_rim - eyncline is a
struAtural-feature.which is commonly.associatecIvith-diapirs-but Dence
(1965) also regards-it as a typical feature of_many oftheA.arger
Canadian meteorite craters. -A seismic, survey of the-wholeof the
Missionary Plain.area by Geophysical Aesociatee.(1965) . showed that
Gosses-Bluff is situated on the axim of a.nOrth-east.trending.anticline
runningfrom-the Gardiner-Range to the. western.Macdonnell - Hanges,-a.
lateral extent Af.approximate1y_30 miles. They alsosuggesied that . .
there-was thinning of units-about-Gosses.B1Uffp-and-considered this was
evidence.in.favour of structural.growth.during sedimentation. The
writer considers this explanation unlikely; seismic recOrds are- poor
in this area and. there may, in fact be no thinning, however if the thinning
is-real it can be_ attributed to the shearing out of units along low-:,^.^I
angle thrust planes- suCh a thrusting is known to take plaCe around the
Weaubleau Crypto-explosion structures of the middle west of the United
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States (Snyder at al., 1965). There would seem to be no doubt of

the validity of the anticlinal trend. The "impactist" can rationalize

this either by assuming. that the meteorite fell on a pre-existing

trend (highly unlikely - but nevertheless this appears to have

happened at Meteor Crater, Arizona),. or by considering the anticline

to have been formed by rebound following impact (the extremely elongate

form of the anticlinal trend makes this explanation - rather uhlikely
though not completelyimpossible.

The location of Gosses Bluff on manticlinal axis is completely

compatible with a crypto-volcanic hypothe lsis, as crypto-vulcanism

would be closely related to the regional tectonics, and therefore it

would be logical for Goases Bluff to be located on pre-existing

structural trends., -

The anomalous drops of the seismic horizons observed by Krieg
TO

(pers.comm.)/occur in the vicinity of Gosses Bluff cannot be used in

the determination of the origin until the precise nature of the low

velocity layer i6 known.

Therefore whilst most of the geophysical work is of no help in

pointing to the source of the explosive event, the.location . of Gosses

Bluff on.a, regional anticlinal trend, as shown by seismic work, favours

an intra-terrestrial origin.

Location on-a.major fracture zone,

Cook(l966) suggested that Gasses Bluff may be located on
,

major fracture zone of•continental dimension (termed the Fitzroy-

SpencerFractureZone)._ Should further workin other areas show

this.sUggestion-to.be - correct then.it would be further evidence in

favour of crypto-Vulcanism. . However thelpreaent.lack of_information
4

makes it impoSsible to use this evidence either for or against intra-

terrestrial origin.,

Pet.K2EnIPAt^•
ThIn sectiodof many of -611.e rocks from the_Gosaes Bluff area

• contain obvious evidence that they have teen involved in a.violent

event,..The,evidence includes the strain lamellae mentioned earlier

(seeFigs,11 9 .12), the 'severe shattering of many of the quartz grains

(see Fig.11), and the severe impaction of adjacent quartz grains-in

some of the sandstones. The presenceof abundant glass,. the corroded

nature of many of. the quartz grain boundaries end the flow-structures

in some -of the glassy rocks (see Fig.8, 14 9 17 9 18) are evidence that

the.rocks were temporarily molten. The.combination of extreme shock

and-hest can occur during either cryPto-volcanism or impact, but

whether , the extreme shock and heat indicated by the petrography can

be generated by crypto-voicanism is open to question.

Breccia-

The nature of the breccia, particularly its massive form in

places ., again testifies to the very violent nature of the event which

produced Gosses Bluff. The extreme angularity of most of idle cleats

suggests that the material has undergone little - transport.^However,
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the presence of a.few rare rounded clasts Pra one case of graded

bedding may indicate that part of the breccia was water-lain, possibly

being washed into the explosion crater from the side-wallet.

The tendency in the cores for cleats to dip at angles of between

350 and 45o.mayte significant; the dip maybe depositional and its

steepness suggests that it is deposition on a sub-aerial scree slope

rather than sub-aqueous..

Therefore it appears that in addition to cleats falling back

into the crater, some may have been washed in and others may have

slipped-down the-scree slopes on the sides of the crater.

Abundant glass and also the presence Of ? flow structures

suggest that the.breccia was at least partly molten.

Tcythe authors knowledge no shatter.cones occur in the matrix of

thelpreccia or continue across from' one clast to the next, although

they are commen in individual clasts; this suggests that the main

shock ,preceded.the development of the breccia but gives no clue to the
origin. ..However an examination of the clasts reveals a dearth of

any exotic rock types (with the exception of glass) and all the clasts

are identical with one or otherof the sandstones, siltstones, mudstones

and. limestones making up the -sedimentary sequence around Gosses Bluff.

There , are:no clasts of igneous rocks-and this would seem to be contrary

• to what would be expected for a : crypto-volcanic origin ?

Mjneralor ,
• The presence of glass is not genetically diagnostic in itself,

but_Kray:analysis of _a glass from Mount Pyroclast showed it to be

composed.only.of silica.^It is unlikely that volcanic glass would .
- -

be composed only of silica^. but a silica glass could be readily

pxotwed from a quartz arenite by extreme shock.

The presence of zeolites At Mount-Pyroclast and bentonitic clays

in the Hermannsburg (BT) wells is_perhaps.some.of the strongest -

evidence available in favour of crypto-volcanism; these are both .

mineral forms . whiCh show. a close association.with volcanism throughout

the werld , . , . However, the possibility that.both of these canlalso

form by the weathering of impact glass etc0 cannot be ignored.

Theiform of the-structure

• .Though Plate.2 is described as. a "speculative geological map"—

the . sUrface and subsurface geological information and also the'seismic

andlgravity data are completely compatible.mith the picture of 'a

central uplifted area-surrounded by an annulus of breccia. The - limits

of the breccia shown in Plate 2 are minimum limits and further work

mayrwell show that in fact they are very much greater; perhaps

corresponding. to the region of low seismic velocities recognized by

Krieg (pers.comm.).

The cross section A-B on Plate 2 is a schematic representation-of

the explosion structure; there seems little doubt that this form is

closely comparable with that found by Dence (1965) in_several.of the

larger Canadian craters. There is also every reason to believe that
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Dencets reconstruction of the form of the Canadian craters. (based

on very much more sub-surface information than is available for

Gasses Bluff) is equally valid for the Gosses Bluff crypto-explosion

structure. If the reconstruction A-B is accepted then this crater

form may most easily be produced by the shock from above rather than
from below._

A consideration of Which rock units are most strongly affected

by the explosive event reveals that the sandstone of the. Pertnjara

Group (PO4)) is-the most affected and is one of the youngest units

present in the Gasses Bluff area, this contrasts with the Stairway

Sandstone.(the oldest unit exposed) which.has not been brecciated

nor madeover.to glass. As. the most disturbed rooks were presumably

nearer the sources of the explosion than the least disturbed ; then the

older rocks were further.away.from the explosion than the younger rocki
As the rocks can.only.have.been in normal Succession prior to the

explosion, this strongly suggests-that the source of the explosion .was

from above rather than from below.

Conclusion. .

.Crypto-volcanism is supported by the location of Gasses Bluff on
the axisof a north-east trending anticline, and the presence-of

bentonite.and-zeolitee.

-Impact is supported by. the presence of basal.strain.lamellae, the

silica glass, the evidence of very-extreme heat and shook0 the: complete

absence ofvolcanic °lasts in the_breccia, the probable form of the
crater and_the fact-that.the.stratigraphically.highest rocks have been
most affected, indicating shock from above rather. than

HBy treating.the evidence.as objectively as_possible,-i.e.by

not extrapolating criteria from questionable explosion structures, it

is possible to suggest evidence in favour_of cryptovolcanism,and
impact. The writer .has previously suggested . (in Crook and.Cook 0

19660 and:Cook 0 _1966).that Gasses Bluff. is crypto-volcanic; however

the evidence. obtained from the most_recent work is more in_favour.of
impact.than.of crypto-volcanism though the data is insufficient to

prove or disprove either theory conclusively..;,_
7
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FIG.1
View of Gosses Bluff from the sir, looking south. The low hills in
the foreground (area marked Br) are mainly composed of breccia.
M.P. - position of Mt.Pyroclast. Photograph by J.E.Zawartko.

FIG .2
Viw of the outside of the Gosses Bluff rim (north-western part), composed
of sandstones of the Prrtnjara Group (Pz(2) - dark) with Mereenie Sandstone
(Pzm - light) visible in the distance. The highest point on the rim rises
600 to 800 feet above the plain.



FIG.3
East side of Gosses Bluff. Vertically dipping sandstone of the
Pertnjara Group (Pz(2)) overlain by a flat-lying massive breccia
sheet (light in colour - marked Pzm) composed of massive blocks
of Mereenie Sandstone.

FIG.4
Poorly exposed breccia outcropping approximately five miles north-west
of the centre of Gosses Bluff. The low outcrops (outlined) are large
blocks set in a fine-grained calcareous matrix.



F1G.5
Breccia (br) exposed near the summit of the east side of the rim
of Gosses Bluff. This breccia occurs between a massive block of
horizontal Mereenie Sandstone (Pzm) and vertical (in situ) beds of
the Pertnjara Group (Pz(2)) which it overlies, but which are not
visible in the photograph.

FIG.6
Coarse breccia composed of clasts of siltstone, mudstone and
sandstone set in n sandy matrix. Exposure in the creek bank near
the site of Hermannsburg (BMR) No.l.



FIG.?
Breccia composed of angular clests of dark-coloured siltstone, and
mudstone and light coloured sandstone, set in a sandy matrix.
Exposure approximately three miles north-west of the centre of
Gosses Bluff.

FIG.8
?Flow banding in a "glassy" breccia at Mount Pyroclast south of
Gosses Bluff. The scale is given by the Brunton Compass.



FIG.9
Impression of single, well rh ,,veloped shatter cone at Mount Pyroclast
south of Gosses Bluff.

FIG.10
.A "swarm" of shattercones in sandstone of the Pertnjara Croup (Pz(2)).
East side of the rim of Gosses Bluff. Scale given by the Brunton
Compass.
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FIG.11
Shattered quartz grains in Stairway Sandstone equivalent (01(1) from
the centre of Gosses Bluff.

FIG.12
Strain lamellae on the surface of a quartz grain from the Stairway
Sandstone equivalent (01(1)) present in the centre of Gosses Bluff.



Fig.13 Specimen of glassy zeolitic rock with rounded granules
which possibly represent moulds of vesicles in the originally
molten rock (?). The specimen is from the eastern peak of
Mount Pyroclast.^Scale is marked in inches.

FIG.14 Specimen of breccia from Mount Pyroclast with n dark glassy
matrix (exhibiting flow structures in places) with light
coloured clasts of fractured and deformed quartz sandstone.
Specimen is approximately 6 inches across. Compare this
specimen with the photograph of suevite from the Ries Dome,
Germany, given by Shoemaker and Chao, 1961, Fig.2.



FIG.15 Typical specimen of breccia. Core from Hermannsburg
(B.M.R.) No.1 Well, depth of 348 feet. Scale is marked
in inches.

FIG.16 Specimen of breccia showing a clast of dark coloured mudstone
with sub-rounded outline. Core from Hermannsburg (B.M.R.) No.l.
Depth of 348 feet. Scale is marked in inches.



FIG.17 Specimen of breccia showing a large clast of sandstone with
a fairly smooth margin. The finer breccia has the impression
of having flowed around the larger clast. Specimen from
Hermannsburg (B.M.R.) No.1, depth of 347 feet. Scale is
marked in inches.

FIG.18 Breccia again looking as if it has flowed. Note the feathered
outline to the dnrk clast of mudstone. Specimen from
Hermannsburg (B.M.R.) No.1, depth of 347 feet. Scale is marked
in inches.



FIG.19 Specimen of breccia with clasts of sandstone, siltstone
and claystone. Many of the light patches are composed of
bentonitic clay. Specimen from Hermannsburg (B.M.R.)
No.5, depth of 27 feet. Scale is marked in inches.
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FIG.20 Breccia with extremely angular fragments of sandstone,
siltstone and mudstone. In the middle of the core is a
lens of bentonitic slay, with an irregular crenulated boundary.
Specimen from Hermannsburg (B.M.R.) No.1, depth of 97 feet.
Scale is marked in inches.
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APPENXX 1

SHALL Off DijILLING AT GO SSES MUFF

by

P ,,J °Cook
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• -The-results. of the shallow drilling are summarized in the graphic

log sheets._ __The follOwing abbreviations are used in the log sheets.

Grain size: Sstn^- Sandstone

stet^siltstone

mdst^mudstone:

vf^v fine grained

- fine grained'

mediul. grained

.c^- coarse grained^-
1^'

Colours

A rock colour chart (Goddard, 1963) was used for comparison with

Standard colours. The colour abbreviations are those of the accepted

standard form.

N4^mediul dark grey

N8^very light grey

N9^white

40V'^bluish white

5G6/1^- greenish grey

5GY6/1^- greenish grey

54/2^greyish red

5R6/2^pale red

5R8/2^greyish pink

5YR3/4^- moderate brawn

5YR4/4^- moderate brown

5YR6/1^- light brownish grey

5YE6/4^- light brown

5YR7/2^- greyish orange pink

5YR8/1^- pinkish grey

5YR5/2^- pale brown

10R3/4^- dark reddish brown

10R4/2^- greyish red

10R5/4^- pale reddish brown

10E6/2^- pale brown

10R7/4^moderlte orange pink

10R8/2^- greyish orange pink

10Y6/2^- pale fed

10Y7/4^- moderate greenish yellow

10Y8/2^- pale greenish yellow

10YR7/4^greyish.orange

10YR8/2 - very pale orange

100Y7/2^pale yellowish green
Lithelogy:

Most terms used are self-explanatory. The term "talc" was used
in the field for green very fine grained soft clayey material which
occurred in thin beds, veins and vugs. Subsequent analysis by P.Duff
showed the "talc" to be bentonite (see Appendix II).
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Intreducti Orl-

i, At the present time bentonite is being keenly prospected for in
several parts of Australia; the occurrence of bentonite at Goss es Bluff
is therefore of economic interest.
Occurrence

The bentonite (initially,iyen the field xiame of "talc") was first
detected in drill cuttings from the interval 37 - 43 feet in the Hermannsburg
(BM11)..No0l Wen. Cuttings above 37° were very sparse and the bentonite may
also occur at shall ower depths.. Fragments. of b entonite were -detected in
drill cuttings down t o a depth of 490' 'in the well.^-

13entonite_is also present in several of the cored intervals, occuring
as irregular "blebs .", mugs, veins lenses and bands. At a depth of 97'3"
the bentonite - occurs as a lens showing marked concentric bands (Fig, (:))-To
with the bands ranging fd.om bright green and grey-green to more rarelY
red-brown, pale brown or white in colour. In general the bentonite is
bright -green in-colour but there is minor brown and white in places.
Bentonite was observed in the Hermannsburg (BMR) No.1 well, over the
following intervalss

37 v - 49^cuttings
60° - 70'^cuttings
90' - 96'^- cuttings
97v3" - 97°5"^-I cored band
97°9" - 98'3"^- cored band
98 1 3" - 110° -^- core and cuttings
120v - - 140 1 :^-Bentonite very common in cuttings
147' - 147'6"^- cared band
151'3" - 151'5"^cored band
152'6" - 15284^- cored band

15210" - 153°0"^cored band
also 145' - 155'^vugs of bentonite throughout

cored intervals
190' - 200'^cuttings
290°^300°^cuttings
345' 353°^vugs of bentonite in cored interval
353' - 399'^cuttings
415°^423'^- irregular patches ins cored interval
450 - 460^cuttings
480' - 490°^- cuttings

Bentonite was therefore detected over a total interval of 170 feet
out of a total depth of 500 feet. This suggests that the bentonite may 13;:,
of sensiderable vertical extent.

The lateral extent of the bentonite is rather uncertain at the present
time. It is undoubtedly present as vugs in the 2 feet of core . obtained
from_ the. Hermannsburg (BM) No.5 Well , but was not_ observed in the cores of
any of the_other shallow. holes. Fragments of bentonite were only detected in
the cuttings of two seismic shot poirts (one a mile from Gosses Bluff on
line 2-F,the other^miles from GosSes Bluff on line 2-5.8). The paucity
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of bentonite in the seismic cuttings is however to be expected as the

cuttings had been subjected to weathering for 12 months previously.

No rocks msitively identified as bentonitic were observed in outcrop

but areas in the vicinity of the Hermannsburg (BMR) No.1 Well
(particularly areas thoueht to be ungerlain by breccia) were "spongy";
this may be due merely to the presence of =travertine, but it may
alternatively be a reflection on the swelling properties of an underlying

bentonitic rock.^ -

It is suspected that there is a very strong relationship between

the bentonite and the breccia.
The properties of the Gosses Bluff bentonite_ 

Samples for analysis were selected from the following depths:
Core No.].^98 2 10" to 99 1 3!!^Core No.2 152'4" to 152'7i"

^Core-ITo.2 151' 2" to 151'6"
^

99^94
^

152'7i" to 153_'0"
151'11" to 152'4"
^

153'0" to 153'5"

The pieces selected were combined, air-dried and grcand before
testing. The moisture content of the clay was determined at 23% by
weight...

Test_results of a standard 6% slurry are given in the table below:
they are. compared witheample "E" from the . Black Alloy 'Shale near Early

Storms and also with_Black_Alley - Shale.material from near.Springuare,
Queensland.. The -latter results are included as it appears probable
that this material.will be used commerciallY.'

A further test was carried-out wherein the Hermannsburg clay
was treated with 2% by weigilt of soda ash to_determinewhether . the clay

could be improved. Theseresults are also included in Table 2

^Tests on bentonitic cla^TABLE 2

TEST^Sample E^' Average of
Early Storms 24 Springsure

samples

Hermannsburg Hermannsburg
(BMR) No.1^samples +
samples^2% by wt.

soda ash

Apparent Viscosity (cp)^3.3 1.8 5 7
Plastic Viscosity (op)^3 1 2. 2.5
Field^(1b./100 sq.ft) 0.5 1.8 6 9

Initial Gel 2 5
Ten Min Gel 2 . 5 7

Filtrate (cc^16 45 47 43
pH^ 9 6.5 9.5

Economic considerations

It is evident from the properties given in Table 2 that the Gosses

Bluff bentonite is ef good quality comparing favourably with bentonite

from the Springsure area, and as such merits economic evaluation. It

is known that the bentonite has considerable vertical extent in

Hermannsburg (BMR) No.1 Well and it is thought that it may also be of

appreciable areal extent.^If, as is suspected, the bentonite is
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intimately associated with the breccia then it may occur throughout

the ring of breccia which is thought to surround GossesBluff

(Plate 2) and which has a minimum area of 60 square miles.

At the present time it is not known whether the 14fitonite occurs

in flat-lying beds Which could be readily worked. Much of it probably

occurs as irregular lenses and veins which could not be worked; the

thickest cored :Nod was only 6 inches thick and in addition, most of

the bands .appeared to be fairly steeply dipping. Therefore any 'thorough

evaluation of-the deposits is likely to be fairly difficult and probably

Costly,land would necessitate an extensive drilling programme. However,

even a limited shallow coring programme would be of considerable

assistance in showing whether or not a full-scale exploratory programme

is warranted.
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APPENDIX III

COBP ANALYSIS RE SUL TS F FOM

HIE HEEVIANNSBURG ( BMR) WELLS

by

P ,Duff



-Analyses of cores from the Hermannsbur

TABLE 3

BMR Wells
;

--

Average Absolute Average Water Saturation Bulk
Effective Permeability Density (% of pore space) density

Porosity frmn (Millidarcy) (gm/cc.) (100%; water

two plugs saturated)V Dry^Apparent
(ro Bulk Vol.) Bulk^Grain

X 31 Nil^10 2.01g^2.97 N.D.

^

10014"^,Claystone

^

100'7"^Siltstone

Well^Core^Depth^Lithology
No,^No.^From:-

To:-

1^2

1 3 206'11"
2-7'6" • .Sandstone . 14 -^2.35 2.74 24 2.49

1 4 269'1"
269'9" .Sandstone . . 11 2.44 2.74 4 2.55

5 351'6" •
351'11" Sandstone 13 II 2.3! 12 • 2.49

L■17-

1 6 -^422'4" Clayatone^•
422'11" Siltstone. • x 20 9 2.14 2.73 N.D.

•1 7 495 1 3" Sandstone 12 If Nil 2.45 2.79 Nil 2.57
495'9"

2 1 27'0"
27'7" Sandstone 9 M.D. 1 2.47 2.72 Nil 2.56

3 1 28'5"
29'0" 15 1 1 2.32 2.74 12 2.47

4 1 27'0"
27'8" .^14 1 1 2.36 2.76 34 2.50

5 1 25 1 6"
26'0" 12 N.D. Nil 2.41 2.72 36 2.53

6 1 28'11"
29!5"-. 16 1 2 2.33 2.75 11 2.49

28'7" Sandstone
.^29'1". Silts tone . 14 1 1 2.45 2.85 10 2.59

18 4 and stone
3

18'11" Siliceous 9 N.D. Nil 2.48 2.71 Nil 2.57
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Core Analysis'

The porosities and permeabilities were determined on two small

plugs (v & H) cut at right angles from the core. Puska porosimeter

and permeameter were used with air,at 30 p.s.i.g.pand dry nitrogen,

respectively, as the saturating and flowing media. Residual oil

and water saturations were determined using soxhlet type apparatus.

Acetone test precipitates, the core water salinity, the solubility in

'15% HC1 and the fluorescence of freshly broken core were checked but all

he amounts of these-tests were either nil or not present in detectable

quantities. Shrinkage cracks occurred in cores 1, 2 and 6 from

Hermannsburg (BMR) No.1, due to the presence of bentonitic Clay; the

values obtained for. porosity ard dry bulk density for these three cores

are-therefore unreliable.

Results 

The results of the core analyses are summarized in Table,3.

The average value for the dry bulk density is 2q38, which is

similar to the average figure of 2.39 given by.Tichards.(1958) for

sediments from_the Arumbera Creek.area. It isnohcably lower.than

the average dry bulk density of 2.53 (Crook and Cook, 1966) in the

Gosses Bluff No.1 Well. It. therefore appears that the dry bulk density
of the sediments. (breccia etc.) around Gosses Bluff is a fairly normal

value-for Amadeus Basin sediments but that .itis. markedly.lower than t he

average value for_Sediments.in the centre.of Gosses Bluff.

The average bulk density of the breccia and the other rocks

surrounding Gosses Bluff is 2.52; the average bulk density of sediments

in the Palm Valley No.1 Well (the nearest well to Gosses Bluff) is 2.61.

This bulk density contrast might be sufficient to account for the

negative bouguer anomaly associated with Gasses Bluff (Cook pers. comm.).
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THE PETROGRAPHY OF samE bPECIMENS

FROM, GOSSES BLUFF

by

G.Schmerber
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General -

A totar
_ io
13.thin sections (26 outcrop_ samples and 15 samples from

the Hermannsburg-(B.M.R.) Wells) were examined.

Material referred to as "chlorite" or "chleritic material" was

not checked by X-ray analysis, nor was X-ray analysis carried out an

material referred to as -"glassy" in order to determine its composition

more precisely. The term "tuffaceous" is used merely as a textural

term and no genetic connotation is implied.

In the description of the samples field numbers are used for

outcrop specimens (localities marked on Plate 1) and footages are used

for coraspecimens.

Description--^ -

GlA Sandstone-from an outcrop of Pz(4) approximately 3 miles west

of Gosses Bluff; shatter cones are common at the locality. -^—
• • Cailcareous sandstone: very poorly ported, rounded to angular an4,

very fine to coarse.grained with quartz (60%) with thin primary haematitic

coatings , and. some quartz. overgrowth. There is rare sericitized K-feldspar

and.10% -:rounded_ or subangulareericitized lithics,_soMe of which.are rich

inrecrystallized fine .grained quartz.. 'Quartzitic sandstone (partly.

fused), chart. richspecks. and haematitio sandy shale are also present. The

cementiis limonite and haematite, with-minor (20%) fine carbonate.- t
• • GIB: Very strongly weathered pink Pz(4) sandstone. i0Ohin4section

the zandstone.is medium to very fine grained, angular to sub-rounded and

poorly : sorted. It is made up mainly of quartzpitjth a few grains of

K.Afeldspar and 2,-3% ohert.^The cement'is haematitic in part; :there is

some;secondary silicification and up to 30% calcite. Very little' chlorite

was observed..-^_ -

, ---Many of_the_grains in this thin section are fractured and broken.

G2. A typical specimen of Pz(4) sandstone from approximatelyatwo

miles west of Gosses Bluff.^ •-•%0

The' specimen is a poorly sorted sandst4ne; fine to coarse•grained,

and rounded to angular. Quartz fonts 65% (approximately) of" the thin

sectionil with minor chert, and altered orthoclase. There are also

fragments of haematitic l slightly calcareous claystone and crypto-

crystalline slightly haematitic limestone. Some of the lithic fragments

have been sericitized or chloritized.^.

G4-f A specimen of typical pebbly P414) sandstone. Coarse grained

calcareous sandstone With quartz overgrowth and minor primary-haematitic

cement There are some well rounded lithic fragments of limestone and

chert.—Pyrite is. present in places.

.G5B! Specimen of typical breccia from the creek bank near the site

ofAiermannsburg (BMR) No.l.^•

• Mdfaceous sandstone.- composed of fragments Of sandy micaceous

haematitic claystone and quartzitic sandstone. There are patches of

vesicular glass and also patches of glassy material with some re-..

crystallized quartz.
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The matrix is composed of poorly sorted angular quartz grains, black
opaque specks, and patches of sericite. The quartz grains throughout this
thin section are fractured and broken and show strain lamellae; many of
them are also "dusty".

G5D- _Regarded as pink ?sandstone in the field.^In thin section it
is considered to be a tuffaceous sandstone of fine to medium grain size.
It is poorly sorted and rcanded to angular. Quartz grains make up to 60%
of the specimen; there are also a few grains of microcline,-orthoclase,
chert and-sericitized lithice.- There are pellets of ?chlorite trrplaces.
The matrix is glassy,_ vesicular in places, and also recrystallized in part.
Haematite is locally present. There are also small specks of ?chlokte and

black opaque material.^ r

The- quartz._grains in this specimen are commonly fractured , broken' and

"dusty" 9 undulatory extinction-is extremely common.^-^,
,G5J: Typical Pz(4) sandstone from rear the site of Hermannsburg (BMR)

Noil.
The, specimen:is a fine grained, quartzitic sandstone; -angular to

rounded, , fairly-well sorted and composed mainly of quartz; thereiare a few
grains-of orthoclase, chert, sericitized,lithics and ?chlorite.- -

Haematitic coatings are common on the grains. Secondary silicification
is well developed.

G7A A specimen from a large block of conglomeratic sandstone from 'within

massive- breccia.
The* sandstone is very fine to very coarse grained, poorly--sorted, angular

to rounded.
- The , majority of- the Band-size grains are quartz ; there' i s minor

K-feldspar, chart , muscovite, zircon and. tourmaline . Pebbles :aremp to 4 mms .
diamet er _ and are mainly of medium grained, 'silicifi ed quartzose sands tone,

haematiti c shale and limestone . There is interstitial haematite$1 calcite,

and -siliba in places.--
Many of the grains are strongly fractured; the fractures are commonly

fined' with carbonates.
- GS: , Specimen from a large block within breccia. Petrographically

identical with_ Specimen G7A.
; - GlOA Sample of breccia from Mount Pyroclast. The specimen',:could be

described as a tuffaceous conglomeratic sandstone. The sand-size material
is-angular to rounded and very fine to very coarse grained. Clasts which
are up to 10 mms. across 11.4,, composed of quartzitic sandstone, haematitic
siltstone and mudstone and richly micaceous siltstone. The matrix is

f
glessy and commonly contains minute specks of black opaque material;
chlorite is present in places.

Many of the quartz grains have a "dusty"appearance, strain lamellae
,

are well developed, .fractures vire extremely common and the grains generally
show undulatory extinction.-

,

,
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GlOB In outcrop at Mount Pyroclast this rock has the appearance
of a white soft , extremely friable sandstone.^In thin section the
róck appears to be composed mainly of crypto-crystalline (vesiCular
in part)' glassy material with indeterminate black opaque speckS in
places..

GlOC This. specimen which is also from Mount . Pyroclast haS a similar
appearance in outcrop_ to GlOB but in thin section appears to be fairly

normal-Sendstone, medium grained, well sorted, angular to rounded4 The
sand-size grains are mainly quartz, wit p minor weathered orthoclase,
microcline, ch ert - and - s ericiti zed li t hi c s^There are a few- °las ts of
very-fine to medium grained poorly sorted sandstone.

,,The matrix is haematitic y- chloritip y calcareous Or siliceOus.
GlOD A friable vuggy sandstone from Mount PyroClast. It -is medium

grained, well, sorted, rounded to angular with the majority of - grains
compOsed:.of quartz.. There-are a few grains of K-feldspar, chert- and
sericitized.lithics. Specks of unidentified dark opaque. materialz:are

common. 'Many. of the .detrit al grains are -fractured and-broken,
• , -7 G11: .A. typical specimen frem an outcrop approxiMately_3. miles south

of__the rim. of Gossesl Bluff. A well sorted, rounded to angulari ,:medium
grained s and stone, with detrital .grains mainly of quartz but with minor
orthoclase, microcline, albite, chert, puscovite and_ biotite.. There are
patches of calcite in places. The matrix is haematitic, siliceous and
more r'art4y^calcareous.

. Many of the detrital grains are fractured, show strain - lamellae
and well developed undulatory extinction.

C-12A In hand specimen this rock is composed_ of a.dark ?glassy
matrix-with large white.clasts. It is regarded from thin-Section .
examination as a .fused sandstone. The Ipoundaries of the-quartz grains
are- very: indistinct; - they commonly grade-into the glassy matrix,r, There
are.-patches of chlorite in plates. This -rock has much the same texture
as specimen G13B.

...G12B This is .a white friable rock from Mount Pyrodlast. In thin
section it is composed mainly of glass which shows a "frothy" Isort of
texture. . There are acicular (?zeolitic? crystals in places. !Indeterminate
black specks are very common.

G13B The specimen is from the eastern peak of Mount Pyroclast.-
In-thin-section it has the appearance of a fused sardstone,..*ith. indistinct

but-apparently. well rounded medium graired quartz grains grading into
the glassy matrit. There are numerous fine bubbles and black ,specks
within the glassy matrix. Some lOw birefringence material in 'they:slide
'may , b e. zeolitic

,G13C The hand specimen of this rock is shown_in Fig . 13. It
contains: phenocrysts -of-the limellarL.Olite heulandite. and radial!.
aciculan groups and clusters of the fibrous zeolite laumontite . Crystals
of pyrite . are fairly common. The matrix is probably composed of glassy
material.
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G16A The specimen is typical of unit Pz(2) on the-east side of

the rim of Gosses Bluff. It is a quartzose sa,ndstone, with a haematitic
cement._ _Pt is identical with specimen G27A0

G16B This is a specimen of breccia, from the east side of the rim
of Gosses Bluff and is from the locality shown in Fig.50 It is underlain
by vertical Pertnjara Group (Pz(2)) sediments and is overlain by large
horizontal blocks of Mereenie Sandstone (Pzm). From thin section
examination, it is regarded as a tuffaceous brecciated -sandstone, with
clasts up to 20 mms0 across, in a matrix of well rounded to angular

quartz -grains -and - minor glees., The detrital quartz grains show strain
lamellae and are commonly fractured and broken. Strong undulatory extinction

is evident.
G16C A specimen of typical Mereenie Sandstone from the east rim

ofGosses _Bluff . It is an) orthoquartzite _with Mest of the4etritel grains

composed of quartz with alfew chert grains. Some of the , grains have a thin

coating of, _?chlorite. Many of the 'grains show strain , lam ellae, and are

strongly fractured and broken. Many of the 'grains have been apparently
impacted/ against neighbouring grains.^-

.A limey sandstone (Unit 01(1)) from the centre of Gosses Bluff.

The sandstone-is  f in e grained 9 -very -well - -Sorted 9 angular: t or, rou nd ed with
the detrital grains-mainly of quartz but with_very minor_K-feldspar_and.
mus covit e . The quartz grains are commonly "dusty" and - show-well developed
strain lamellae. Up to 35% of the rock is calcite cement..

G17 C -Regarded as a silty sandstone.. in the- f ield0 The , spe cimen is

from the centre ofGosses Bluff. In thin section it is seen to be a
good example of a bimodal sand, with two well sorted modes of coarse well
rounded-and fine angular sand (Fig.11). The detrital , grains are mainly

of) quartz but there are a few grains of. orthoclase ) chert 9 tourmaline and

zircon. The rock is -slightly phosphatic (up to 7% P 206) 9 crypto-

crystalline apatite occurs as both pellets and isotropic - matrix. The
matrix is also chloritio in part. The detrital grains are fractured and

show good strain-lamellae.^ -,1

G23A _A typical specimen _of Unit Pz(2) from theFrim --- ofl Gosses Bluff.

it is - a very fine to medium grained, angular, poorly sorted:Isandstone
composed mainly of detrital quartz grains,. but with minor serioitized

orthoclase, microcline and composite quartz grains. The cement is of
silica, haematite chlorite and calcite.

The detrital grains are clear but many are fracture =the fractures
are commonly filled with chlorite.

G27A A specimen of_ Pz(2) from the western. side of the, rim of_ Gosses

Bluff, where 4, is overlain - by breccia. It is a medium grained, well
sorted, angular to sub-angular sandstone. The grains are very closely
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packed. There are 4 few grains of orthoclase, microcline, Chlorite
(or glauconite) and chert, but most detrital grains are composed of

quartz and show strain lamellae and strong undulatory extinction.

G27B A specimen of.the breccia which unconformably overlies

specimen G27A; . it is regarded as a tuffaceeus sandstone from thin

settion examination. The clasts are up to 25 mms0 in diameter,

angular, and have very poorly defined outlines; they.are composed of

quartzose sandstone of a type which commonly occurs in breCcias

from.the Gosses Bluff area. The matrix .is composed ofToorIy sorted
P•

Al

Descri tion.of sub-surface samples

Hermannsburg.

-- 98'. 98'1 4°-

.TUffaceous brecciated sandstone with angular.clasts‘up‘to 20 mms.

across. 'The cleats, which have indented outlines brplaces, are
composed of quartzose sandstone, and micaceous haematilic silty

claystone. They are in a matrix of angular medium to very fine grained

quartz which have very indefinite outlines grading into theglassy
material which.forms the bulk of the matrix. The quartz grains are

commonly."Austy", strain lamellae are well developed and undulatory

extinction is marked.
169'3"_- 109'4"

Quarttose and talcareous sandstone. composed of medium?grained,
.well sorted„.angular_to rounded quartz grains? with tare grains of

K-feldspar and chert. Some of the grains have poorly defined outlines.

Many of the quartz grains are shattered and the fissures filled with
chlorite. The cement is mainly chloritic and haematitic.

14510" - .14511"

Tuffaceous brecciated sandstone, with clasts of medium grained

quartzose sandstone and haematitic mudstone. The clasts are surrounded

by. poorly sorted angular to rounded, medium grained quartzt ,in a glassy
matrix. The quartz grains are "dusty" and have well-develOped strain

lamellae. Fine specks of an indeterminate opaque black mineral are

present in places. Locally, there are patches of calcite and chlorite.

• 152'9" - . 15210"

Tuff with a few cleats of haematitic claystone and poorly sorted

sandstone; there are patches of glassy material within the clasts.
The glassy patches both inside and.outside.the Clasts ,are partly re- •

crystallized. The clasts erg surrounded by a diffuse' matrix of glassy
material, haematite and chlorite.

'v Some of the detrital grains Ilave . the appearance ef-having been

partially melted, many of them are shattered and fractured and strain

lamellae are well developed.

'-!^212'

• Breaciated tuffaceous sandstone. The clasts are compoSed of quartz

sandstone, haematitic silty claystone, chert (very rare) sericitized

and chloritized °lasts, the original form of which is unknown, and
glass.

quartz grains, chlorite and glass.
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The matrix is composed mainly of quartz grains in which strain

lamellae, fractures (filled with ohloxite) and shattering are common.

There is chloritio, calcareous and glassy cement in places. Vugs are

partially-filled with fibrous crystals (?gypsum or ?zeolite). Tourmaline

zircon_and glauconite occur as very minor accessory minerals.

266°3"^266 1 4"

Brecciated tuffaceous sandstone witll irregular, poorly defined clasts

up to 15 mms. across. The clasts are composed of medium grained v well

sorted quartzose sandstone and micaceous hematitic mudstone.

- The olasts are in a'atrix of fractured quartz grains and glass,•
with a few patches of chlorite.^ •

349'6" - 3499"

Medium grained, well sorted, angular to rounded quartz sandstone

with rare.detrital grains of serioitized and chloritized lithics,- ,in a

matrix ofthaematite, chlorite, silica and calcite. Few of the grains

show strain lamellae and undulatory extinction\is rare.

. 415°2" - 415'3"

Very poorly sorted, brecciated,,tuffaceous sandstone, with clasts

greater than 20 mms. across. The clasts are composed of well sorted,

medium grained quartzose sandstone, haematitic micaceous claystone - and

sandy claystone, and ?glauconitic sandstone. There are also patches of

calcite and glass. The clasts are in .a matrix composed of angularyto

subrounded quartz grains which are shattered, fractured, show strongly

undulose extinction and have well developed strain lamellae. The grains

are commonly surrounded by glassy material. There are some patches of

chlorite and calcite; dark opaque grains are common in places.

493°6M..- 493°7"

Mediut grained, well sorted, angular to rounded sandstone. The

majority of the detrital grains are composed of quartz whichtis commonly

fractured - (the fractures are filled with ?chlorite). There are rare

detrital grains _of orthoclase, microcline, dnert and sericitized lithic

fragments .. Glauconite, tourmaline and pyrite are present in very small

quantities._

Hermannqbgrg.2:

29m-- 26'10"

Medium to coarse grained, angaiar to rounded, medium sorted -

sandstone. Detrital grains are mainly of quartz, microcline,-serid

lithic fragments. Muscovite, glauconite, zircon and tourmaline are

present A few of the quartz grains are fractured. The matrix is

haematitic, siliceAi:!and calcareous.

Hermannsburg (BMR1_No...3
25'9" - 29 1 10"
This arenite is very fine to coarse grained, angular torsub- -

rounded ad poorly sorted. Grains are mainly quartz but with=minor

orthoclase (sericitized), microcline, musc&Oe (altered to hydro-P

muscollite), green biotite, pyrite and zircon. The cement is;haematitic,

chIoritic and calcareous.
Hermannsburg_.(MELLA

.2612hr12_26°1
Very fine to coarse grained, poorly sorted, angular sandstone.



• *Detrital grains are mainly quartz,. with minor K-feldspar, microcline,
lithics, muscovite, biotite (commonly replaced by chlorite), tourmaline,

zircon and garnet. Some ?glauconite pellets are present. The cement

is mainly chloritic or calcareous. This thin section is notiCeably

lacking in fractures and strain lamellae.

Tuffaceous brecciated sandstone, with Clasts up to 10 mms. across.
Clasta are composed of haematitic micaceous claystone,quartz sandstOne

and patches of glass. The matrix is predominantly glassy, with scattered,

poorly sorted, angular and rounded.quartz.grains; calcite, chlorite and
indeterminate black grains are also present in the matrix, though in

very small. glantities..
The detrital quartz grains are 'Musty" and strongiy.fractured;

they have indications àí melting on the margins and commonly their .

outline grades into the glassy matrix.

Hermannskau_(BMR) . No06 
• 2692",2893r

Tuffaceous7brecciated sandstone with_clasts--up to 30 mms. across.

Identical- with the specimen from Hermannsburg (BM). No050

BertivirinlyuKg___0_311TINc2AZ
27-/.0^2.7°/09
Finely laminate haematitic_and.?illitic l .micaceous mudstone

and ciaystone, with local haematitic concentrations.-
There are a few.thin sandy lamina ,ecomposed of fine to medium

grained.angular to rounded v poorly sorted quartz - sandstone, with a few

grains of orthoclaee, microcline sericitized lithics, and dhert.
Many of the detrital quartz. grains are fractured (the fissures

are commonly filled with chlorite) and strain lamellae are common.

fierManneburg:ABMRD12.1>S1
17. 1 9
Calcareous lithic arenite.'The arenite is fine to-coarse grained;

it As poorly sorted and grains range from angular-to-rounded. Most

grains are of quartz but a few are of orthoclase micropline and chert.

Lithic grains are of haematitic micaceous claystone, limestone and

quartz sandstone. The cement is mainly calcareOus, with minor

secondary silicification.
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APPENDIX V

THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SOME ROCKS

- FROM THEVICINITY'OF GOSSES BLUFF

by

P.J.Cook



Introduction 

The chemical results given here in this appendix did not become

available until after the completion of most of the Gosses Bluff

report. . For this reason the worIc was not referred to earlier
H.Timms.ofthe Australian Mineral Development Laboratiries, Adelaide,

was ^for all the analyses.
Analytical. methods

Oxides:

Silica^- complete Si0 2 and total gravimetric

Aluminium^spectrophotometric

Iron^- volumetric

MagnebiUm^- volumetric and/or atomic absorption
and Calcium

Sodium and^- flame photometer
Potassium

Water(plus^- gravimetrio
and minus)

Carbon^- acid evolution and gravimetric
dioxide^

•

Titanium and - spectrophotometric
phosphorus

The order of accuracy for the various analyses is indicated by

the last place of decimals given in the results, viz0 a result expressed

as.2.30 is accurate to 0.01%.

Trace elements:

Copper, cobalt, nickpl,.cromium, vanadium, gallium,

manganese, barium, strontium, zirconium, scandium, rubidium,

and lithium.were all determined by spectrographic analyses.

The values give an indication of the order of concentration

only, as the method is only accurate to + 50%.

Results 

The.results of the analyses by Timms are given in Tables 5 and 6.

The location.of specimens given in these two tables may be Obtained ,

from Table 4. -

Silicon: it.is evident from.these results that all the rocks are

highly.siliceous; even specimens C and F which have 5102 values of

57.2%.and 14.4% on recalculation to remove carbonates (CO + MgO + po 2 )

ore found to have.SiO 2 
values of 78.3% and 7.6.9% respectively. These

high SiO2 
values suggest that none of the rocks are likely to be

volcanic. In particular the breccia from Hermannsburg (BMR) . Nod

(specimengG, I. and J) have an average SiO
2 

content of 7802% and the

glassy rocks from Mount Pyroclast (D and E) have an average Si02



4r.)

content of 8132%.^These results suggest that the breccia is not a

volcanic breccia and that the glass is not volcanic. By contrast s the

SiO
2 
values from the breccia,and the glass are comparable with that of

the Pertnjara Sandstone (80.6%) from outside the area affected by the

Gosses Bluff explosive event. The implication therefore is that the

parent material of the glass and the breccia is most likely to be

Pertnjara Group-sandstones.

The a0
2
content of the bentonite (74.0%) is-somewhat lower than

normal but most of this difference is probably attributhble to a high

—

.Aluminar Al203 contents range from 2050% to.609 0 with the lowest,

value being recorded in a specimen of 132 (5).sandstone: ,and_the highest
value in the .bentonitic clay (H). -Therelappears to b a tendency for

the Al203 
content to be higher in the-Mount Pyroclast specimens and

breccia than in theTz(4) and Pz(5) sandstones; this-may be due to the

incorporation of some lutites in. the breccia.

Iron:Ye203 contents range from.0005% (in Pz(5)) to 2.15% (in Pz(4))

and Fe0 ranges.from 0.07% in the glassy rock from-MountTPyroclast to 0.91%

in the breccia. The Fe 2
0
3 

is_significantly higher-and-'he Fe° significantly

lower in the two glassy specimens from Mount Pyroclast than in the

sandstones and the.breccia. The Fe0tFe 0, ratios of 'Mend E from Mt.
2

Pyroclast are approximately 10:1 and 2581; this suggests that the60.ass was

heated-to less than 1700°C as it is known that at a temperature of 1700 °C

(Friedman et a10 91960) ferric iron'will.reduce_toferrous iron.

- There are no abnormally high iron values to suggest that any meteoritic

iron has-been incorporated into the rocks.

Ca1ciuM4a esium-and car^dioxide: The CaO,MgOand CO2 contents

are extrftely variable;, the highest values are regarded as being due to

the dncorporation.of.limestone and/or-dolomite either-as clasts s vugs or

cement into . the-rock. The lowest_values occur in the glassy rocks from

Mount Pyroclast. The reason for this is unknown;. it -would seem unlikely

that such a loss wOuld be entirely due-to vaporization. ,
Sodium and Potassiumr .The.4 20.content_is generally low s with most

values falling into.the range 0.16% to 0.25%. It is possible that some

of the low values may. be due to loss of sodium.during melting. The K 20

values are very much more variable s ranging.from 0.078%An a specimen of

P
2
(5) sandstone-(F) to 4.85% in a glassy. rock. from Mount Pyroclast (D);

this.high_K
2
0 .content for the glass could possibly be-interpreted as an

indication - that.potassic-rich material, has been added-to normal arenitie
sediments.in.order to produce the present composition of the glass.

Titanium:. The TiO
2 

content ranges from.0.07%in_a sandstone. of the

Pertnjara Group (K) to 0.341? also in a Pertnjara Group sandstone. Both

the Mount Pyroclast glass and the breccia fall within these limits.

water content.



TABLE 4

Sample Numbers, Localities, and LithologY

BMR
Registereg
Number..

Latitude
S

Longitude Locality Lithology

A 66660005F 23 ID
50' 132 °17 2 Creek near H'burg No.1 •Pz(4) sandstone clast

-contains^shatter cones

B 666600051 23o50 2 132°172 Creek near H'burg No.1 Pz(4) sandstone -contains
shatter cones

66660606 23o48' 132°17' Creek near H'burg No.1 Pz(4) Sandstone - from
massive clast

D 66660012A 23
o
52' 132e182 Central peak of Mount

Pyroclast
Glassy rock with
phenoclasts

E 66660013C 23°53' 132°19' Eastern peak of Mount Glassy and zeolitic rock
Pyroc1ast

F 66660069B 23_47 2 132 °16' 5 mlp. N.W. of Gosses Bluff Typical Pz(5) sandstone

G
6(

66660095 23°50' 132.50' H'burg No.1 212 2-213'1" •i.eccia

H 6666066 . 23°50' 132°17' H'burg No.1 147 2 3" Bentonitic rock from
within breccia

)
I 66660097 23_50' 132 °17 2 HIburg No.1 346'4 ." Breccia

J 666600' 23-50' 132_17 1 H'burg No.1 213 1 1"-213 2 3" Breccia
1(

K 66660099A 24 OD' , 132°48' Palm Valley N9.1 693 1 6" Typical specimen of
Pertnjara Group sstn._

L 66660096 24o00' 132°48' Palm Valley No.1 699' Typical specimen of
Pertnjara Group lutite

The prefix "666600" is replaced by the prefix

and in the thin section descriptions.

11G111 in the field localities (Plate 1)



TABLE 5

Analyses of rocks from the Gosses Bluff area

A

S.0
2

81.8 79.7 57.2 8103 81.1 1404 76.3 74.0 7904 •-79.0 80.6

Al
2
0
3

4.45 3.90 3.50 6.35 5000 2.50 5.05 6.90 5.05 4.15 3.75

Fe
2
0
5

0.25 0.92 2.15 1.64 1.79 0,05 0.26 0.71 0073 0.22 0.77

FeO -0066 -0 0 62 0.50 0.16 0.07 0.35 0.91 0.47 0.69. -0.82 0.18

MgO 2030 3.00 7.80 0.65 2.10 1001 3.40 5.55 2.85 2.95 2.15

Ca0 2.50 3.60 10.30 0.92 1,21 44.5 3.90 2.15 2.80 3'085 3.60

Na
2
0 0.21 0.47 0.17 0.25 0.24 0.16 0.23 0.17 0.12 0.18 0.16

2.35 1.67 1.37 4.85 2.05 078 . 1.96 2.90 . 2...20 1.51 1.93 .

H
2
0+ 1.20 0.52 0.94 2.80 2.90 P.72 1.21 3.45 0.81 0.94 0.46

H
2
0- 0.44 0.73^' 0.31 0.75 2.75 0.38 '0.75 1.41 0.92 0.86 0.88

CO
2

'3.35 4075 15.2 0.24 0.11 34.9 5.40 1.46 3.90 5.05 5.15

TiO
2

0.17 0.23 0.34 0.32 0.26 0,;08 0.25 0.34 0.24 0025 0.14

P
2
0
5

046 0.10 0.06 0.11 0.12 0.04 0.08 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.07

Totals 97.74 100.21 99.84 100.34 99.70 99.87 99.70 99.62 99.79 99.86 99.84



TABLE 6

The trace element content of rocks from the Gosses Bluff area 

A^B^C^D

Cu 10 10 10 12 10 5 15 12 8 12 12 15

Co 4 3 5 5 3 1 4 4 4 5 4 15

Ni 3 3 5 4 3 lt 1 5 2 3 4 3 15

100 8 80 120 15 6 80 30 20 100 150 150

V 10 10 20 30 6 it 1 12 8 12 12 12 100

Ga 5 5 3 10 3 it 1 10 10 10 10 10 30

Mn 300 300 80 80 50 1200 200 70 200 200 200 200

Ba 400 300 400 400 50 15 600 500 600 500 20 '^2000

Sr 50 50 200 100 400 5 150 100 150 150 3 300

Zr it 50 it 50 50 it 50 it 50 it 50 100 50 50 it 50 it 50 it 50

Sc 15 20 30 15 10 5 50 30 30 30 3 100

Rb 100 80 150 200 30 60 100 60 80 30 100 300

Ii 150 80 400
,

. 250 80 20 150 40 150 120 100 200

it . lcgo thgn,



TABLE 7

Comparison of analyses of breccia and glassy rock

With 'POssible parent 'ila;Ok (Pz(4) 

Oxide
average
breccia from
Hermannsburg (BMR)
1)To.1
(G,I,0 )

average
glassy material from
Mount Pyroclast

(D&E)

average
Pz(4) Sandstone
(A,B,&K)

SiO
2 78.23 81,2 80.7

Al
2
0
3

4.75 5.67 4.03

0.40 1.71 •0.-65,

FeO 0.81 0.12 0.49

MgO 3.07 1.38 2.48

Ca° 3.52 1.07 - 3.23

--,

Na20 0.18 0.25 0.28

1(20 1.89 3.45 1.98

H20+ 0.99 2.85 0.72

H2O - 0.84 1.75 0.68

CO2 4.78 0.18 4,42

TiO
2

0.25 0.29 0.18

0.08 0.12 0.08

TOTAL 99.78 100.04 99.92



TABIE 8

Comparison of averase trace element contents of
various rock types 

average
glapley miit•eritT . -
from Mt. Prociast

D.• 8c E.^,

average^average
Briccia from^Pz (4) Sand stone
Hermannsburg No.1 A 8c BG, H, I & J

average for
a.us tralites
(Taylor 8c Sachs, 1964)

Cu 11 12 10 73

Co 4 4 4 15

Ni 4 4 3 • 30

Cr 68 58 54 75

V 18 11 10 76

Ga 7 10 5 83

Mn 65 140 300 760

Ba 2225 550 350 •620

Sr 250 140 50 200

Zr 1t50 60 it 50 410

Sc 13 13 12

Rb 115 115 90 100

Li 165 165 115 42

it = less than



TABLE 9

Comparison of Gosses Bluff glass with 
Darwin Glass 

glassy rook frOm
Mount Pyroclast

glassy zeolitic
rook

E

Average
composition of
Gosses Bluff
glass

Average
Composition
of Darwin Glass
(Taylor &^-
Solomon, 1964)

SiO2 84.6 86.0 85.3 85.70

A1-032 6.60 5.30 5.95 6.64

Fe203 1.71 1.90 1.81 ,2.34

FeO 0.17 0.74 0.46 1.66

MgO 0.68 2.23 1.46 0.96

CaO 0.96 1.28 1.12 0.10

Na20 0.26 0.25 0.26 0;05

K20 5.045.04 2.17 3.61 1.81

0.25 0.12 0019 0659

TiO2 0.33 0.28 0.31 012

TOTAL 100.60 100.28 100.44 99.97



Phosphorus: The P
2
0
5 

dhows little variation (particularly if the

content is recalculated for excess carbonates),. generally ranging from

0.07% to 0.12%; these values are very much lower than those of most

igneous rocks but are fairly normal for .quartz arenites.

Trade elements: With the exception.of specimens F and L9 many of

the trace element contents are surprisingly constant. This is particularly

true for Cu, Co, Ni, Cr, V,'4,and Zr (see Table 8). The greatest

variations are shown by Mn, Ba, and Strontium.

The low nickel and cobalt contents contrast sharply with the high Co

and Ni recorded from impact glasses associated .with undoubted meteorite

craters such as the Henbury Craters (Taylor, 1965).

Theparent.material of the. Gosses Bluff glass and the:breccia and analogs 

The average.composition.of the two main problematical rock-types are

given . in Table 7.. The two major oxides Si0 2 and-Al 203 are very similar in

both the breccia and the glass and also in the Pz(4) sandstone. Na 2O,

TiO and P205 are also very similar. in the average valUe of the three rock
2

types. .Some of the other oxides dhow rather more variation, though none are

sufficiently large to necessitate the suggestion Of different parent material.

Many of the trace elemehts . ahow an even more marked constancy,

particularly Cu, Co., Ni, V 9 Ga9.ZT9 Bb and.Li. Therefore both the oxide

and the. trace - element contentstof the breccia and the glass suggest a

common parent material; the chemical composition of the Pertnjara Group

(Pz(4)).suggests that it.is the parent. material. T-There.would appear to be

little - or no necessity to introduce any volcanic material to account fo+he

glass and the '!tuff ,,liken treccia..-

In Table .9-a comparison-is.made between Darwin Glass and glass from

Mount"Pyroclast; again the major.oxides are extremely-similar; this might

be taken to imply a common extra-terrestrial origin . for!the two glasses or

alternatively, it may be fortuitous resulting from heating (following impact)

of two quartzose sandstones. Some of the minor oxides-differ quite widely

and. also there are considerable differences between - the , trace element

contents of Darwin Glass and Gasses Bluff glass.

In a recent paper, Paul (1966) suggestedthat all tectite fields are

related to the position of a major crypto-explosion-structure; .Faul

postulated'that a large crater would be found in ,central Australia to

account for the australites; Gosses Bluff would -now seem to be the

crypto-explosion of the hypothesis. Comparison of-thetrace element

content of australites with that of Gosses Bluff material would not however

support this as. most concentrations (except for Cr, Ga, Sc and Rb) are

very different. The.major oxides also show marked dissimilarities, with

australites being poorer in 5i0
2 

and richer in 
Al203 

than the rocks from

Gosses.Bluff. One possible reason.for this would be that if the material

for australites was derived from Gosses Bluff then it would have been

from the youngest rocks, i0e.Pz(5); if Gosses Bluff is an impact structure



then this would have been the most affected.

TABLE -10

Comparison of the composition of Pz(5) sandstone 
and australites 

Oxide Analysis of typical
Pertnjara Sandstone

h(5)

Average composition of
australites (Taylor &
.1964).

Si 02

Al
2
0
3

Fe
2
0

FeO

Na
2
0

K
2
0

TOTAL

•

78.44

13.60

0.27

1.90

0.87

4.24

0.43

99.76

• :77.70

12.38

(L63

4.27

1.033

2.36

0.73

99.40

A comparison of the composition of Pz(5) (specimen F) with the average

composition of australites (Taylor and Sabbs) Is given in Table 10.

The compositions have been recalculated to exclude C4 CO 2 , and MgO

because most of this-is regarded as being due to travertinous cement

in Unit F. In addition 1120+ and H2
0--have been excluded because of

the-extremely low water , content of australites (the water having been

lost during heating). Several of the oxides in Pz(5) and australites

are rather dissimilar but Al 0 3 and 810 2 are extremely ,similar. / This
2may be fortuitous or may possibly be-due to the parent material for

australites being the Pertnjara Group sandstones. However a great many

more analyses will be necessary before such a "way-out" theory merits

serious consideration.
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